I. INTRODUCTION
Advances in sensing and computation technologies have further spurred interest in autonomous driving and many efforts have been made in the past decade. Among many research problems toward the realization of autonomous traffic system, improving throughput while ensuring safety of the traffic is the most important issue that needs to be considered. To address such an issue, a number of notable frameworks have been proposed in the literature [1] - [11] .
In reference [1] , a scheme that consists of a time-slot allocation intersection crossing algorithm, and an algorithm for updating failsafe maneuvers of each vehicle so as to avoid collision while crossing an intersection was proposed. Reference [2] proposed Cooperative Vehicle Intersection Control (CVIC) algorithm which can manipulate individual vehicles' maneuvers by providing them proper acceleration or deceleration rate in order that vehicles can safely cross the intersection. Jia Wu et al. [3] proposed an ant colony system algorithm which is able to solve the combinatorial optimization problems of traffic control in real time. Simulation results show that the algorithm outperforms traditional traffic lights and other recent traffic control strategies. Reza Azimi et al. proposed reliable intersection protocols managing traffic through junctions and roundabouts only using Vehicle-toVehicle (V2V) communications [4] . In their paper, the intersection area is considered as a grid which is divided into small cells. Effects of GPS position inaccuracies on their V2V intersection protocols were also studied by implementing realistic GPS model. Kurt Dresner and Peter Stone proposed a novel intersection control mechanism called Autonomous Intersection Management (AIM), and in particular described a First Come, First Served (FCFS) policy to coordinate AVs through an intersection [5] . Their approach employs a reservation-based system by which cars request and receive time slots from the intersection during which they may pass. The approach studies the effects of different levels of granularity which is the way to divide intersection space. Higher granularity gives the intersection more flexibility to guide vehicles; however, the computational complexity increases proportional to the square of the granularity. Thus there always exists a tradeoff between computational complexity of the AIM system and flexibility for intersection.
After proposing several simple yet effective rules for V2V and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) coordination, system-wide safety is established in [6] . The paper proposed a framework for intersection management that integrates decisions made by the intersection in the discrete domain for vehicle ordering with decisions made by each vehicle in the continuous domain for its safetyguaranteed motion. As stated in the paper, the proposed concurrent intersection crossing algorithm orders all vehicles according to arrival time to the intersection communication region, route priority or other properties of every vehicle. Based on the ordering, a vehicle with the highest priority will be permitted if its route is not conflicting with routes of other already permitted vehicles.
Otherwise, the vehicle will prepare to stop at the intersection entrance. And the vehicle will be permitted once the permitted vehicles whose routes are conflicting with it have cleared the intersection. Then it will accelerate to cross the intersection from the permission moment.
This paper studies an approach to improve intersection efficiency with guaranteed safety. In the paper, a novel concept named Discrete-Time Occupancies Trajectory (DTOT) is proposed to coordinate AVs' motions inside an intersection. DTOT is the vehicle occupancies sequence inside an intersection ordered by time. The algorithm is only dealing with the first vehicle on each lane (Head Vehicle) which is similar to Reference [7] , but the approaches to coordinate vehicles are totally different. If the AV is not the Head Vehicle, it will just follow other cars. In our DTOT-based intersection management scheme, unlike other approaches [4] [5] , vehicles can have different speeds when they enter the communication range of an intersection. It is assumed that an AV always wants to go through an intersection as quickly as possible. So AVs in our algorithm always try their best to reach maximum allowed speed within the intersection. Also different speed limit is set for different route since passenger comfort is considered. The advantages of our DTOT-based intersection management over other approaches are, (1) . The approach is dealing with vehicles' actual occupancies inside an intersection which is different from the grid cells of most existing approaches, thus granularity issues do not need to be taken care of. (2) . Different DTOTs represent different behavior of a vehicle inside an intersection. Hence, a vehicle has the flexibility to choose the way it wants to cross the intersection by sending corresponding DTOT. Also a new measure of intersection control algorithms, Effective Average Trip Time is proposed in the paper which can give us comprehensive information about the performance of an intersection control algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the main idea of our interaction protocol between vehicles and intersection. Detailed explanation of the concept DTOT is shown in Section III. In Section IV, concrete algorithm and some functions are introduced. The simulation setup and corresponding results can be found in Section V. Finally we give conclusion and future work in Section VI.
II. INTERACTION BETWEEN VEHICLES AND INTERSECTION
The intersection traffic we are studying is composed of purely AVs, i.e. all vehicles are driven automatically by computers and equipped with a wireless communication device. They are provided by accurate vehicles' positions and critical information of intersections and roads. The intersection traffic is controlled by Intersection Control Agent (ICA), which processes messages from AVs and makes adjustments on their proposed DTOTs. We assume that communication performances are perfect resulting in no packet drops or transmission delays and a vehicle is always able to keep a safe minimum distance to its front vehicle based on their current velocities. Following are definitions of some terms that will be used in the paper.
Space-time Confliction: Two vehicles are space-time conflicting if their routes are conflicting not only in space but also in time.
Head Vehicle: A vehicle on a certain lane that there is no other vehicle in front of it or the vehicle in front of it has begun to cross the intersection.
Timed States Sequence (TSS): The states sequence ordered by time which will be occupied by the vehicle along its trajectory inside an intersection. TSS is predicted by the vehicle assuming that it will go through the intersection the way it wants to.
≔ {( , )} =1 where = ( , , ) consists of the coordinate and orientation of the vehicle at time .
Confirmed Vehicle: A vehicle who has proposed and got a confirmed DTOT from ICA.
Vehicles who want to go through an intersection always maintain up-to-date information about its velocity, distance to the enter line of intersection and so on. Based on these information, an AV which is the Head Vehicle of its lane sends a REQUEST message to ICA in order to claim its pass request. The REQUEST message contains sender, receiver, data and message ID. Here correspondingly they are Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) (unique for every vehicle), ICA, Vehicle
Information (VI) and Message Sequence Number (MSN).
VI is composed of Vehicle Size (VS) and TSS. VS is the actual length and width of the vehicle. MSN is only changed when a vehicle generates a new message to send, thus it is a monotonically increasing number. Based on received VI message, ICA expands the message into DTOT which are the ordered vehicle occupancies inside an intersection and corresponding time instants. An occupancy is the planned occupied space by the vehicle inside the intersection, and can be calculated by VI. DTOT gives ICA the vehicle's intended arrival lane, turning intention and other information related to the behavior of the vehicle inside the intersection. Fig. 1 shows an example situation when two Head Vehicles have conflicting DTOTs. Vehicle A has intersection occupancies {A0, A1, A2, A3, A4, A5} while vehicle B has {B0, B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6}. Notice that, for clear illustration, occupancies in Fig. 1 are very sparse. The number of occupancies in a DTOT in our simulation is much more than Fig. 1 to ensure accuracy. In the figure, Communication Region represents the range of wireless communication between vehicles and the intersection. Intersection Region is the shared area by all roads connected to the intersection. Detailed explanation of DTOT is in Section III.
Once ICA receives the REQUEST message, it will process and send RESPONSE message back to vehicle. Similar to REQUEST, this message also contains sender, receiver, data and message ID. Here they are ICA, VIN, TSS and MSN correspondingly. The ICA will check if the DTOT of an AV is space-time conflicting with other confirmed vehicles, if not, the field TSS in the RESPONSE is the same one proposed by an AV in its VI in the REQUEST; if yes, it will modify the DTOT to be not space-time conflicting with DTOTs of all other confirmed vehicles while the speed and acceleration inside the DTOT are achievable by the vehicle.
Once an AV receives RESPONSE, the AV is required to follow the occupancy trajectories provided by ICA.
III. DISCRETE-TIME OCCUPANCIES TRAJECTORY
In this section, we describe the meaning and properties of DTOT in detail.
stands for the Discrete-Time Occupancies Trajectory of vehicle and is converted by ICA from TSS and VS of vehicle . TSS starts with the state which the vehicle's front bumper first contacts the enter line (part of the boundary of the Intersection Region) of an intersection, and ends with state that the vehicle last touches the Intersection Region. Given a certain time interval, the number of elements in TSS depends on the vehicle's speed and route. ICA uses interpolation method to form DTOT consisting of connected and reasonable number of occupancies since we allow AVs to send DTOTs of unconnected or sparsely connected occupancies. To convert a vehicle's TSS to DTOT, we calculate the representation of rectangle from corresponding coordinate and orientation for every element in TSS. Since this rectangle represent the actual occupation of the vehicle inside the intersection, DTOT approach uses the intersection space more efficiently compared with other existing intelligent intersection management methods.
For an individual occupancy in a DTOT, we can obtain its enter_time and exit_time which correspond to the times when the vehicle first contact and totally out of the occupancy by taking the times of the previous and next occupancies which are the closest to the occupancy while having no overlapping area. For initial several occupancies in a DTOT which cannot find a previous occupancy that has no overlapping area with themselves, we take the first occupancy's time in the DTOT as these occupancies' enter_time since it makes no difference for the result of confliction check. Similarly, for last several occupancies in a DTOT, we take the last occupancy's time as their exit_time. Through this way of calculation, enter_time and exit_time of each occupancy can be arbitrarily precise, thus avoid the potential collisions from discretization. For example in Fig. 1, B0 's time and B4's time will be the enter_time and exit_time of B2 respectively. In our simulation, we take enough number of occupancies for each vehicle to obtain accurate enter_time and exit_time for each occupancy.
Based on the rectangle representation of each occupancy, we can check if two occupancies are overlapping or not. The range [enter_time, exit_time] is the occupying time of one occupancy by a vehicle. Thus we can also check whether the two occupancies have conflicting occupying time or not.
Following terms are the important variables related to DTOT that will be used in our algorithm which is given in Section IV. 
IV. INTERSECTION MANAGEMENT ALGORITHM
In this section, the main intersection control algorithm which applies to ICA is described. The whole algorithm runs as follows: once ICA receives REQUEST from a Head Vehicle , it first expands VI in the REQUEST message to DTOT. Based on the confirmed vehicles' DTOTs, ICA checks whether there are immediately front vehicles which will influence vehicle 's motion. If such vehicles exist, vehicle 's DTOT is delayed to avoid the influence of front vehicles. Then ICA checks whether vehicle is conflicting with confirmed vehicles from other directions. If yes, ICA takes the first vehicle in the conflicting vehicles set to update vehicle 's DTOT. Based on the updated DTOT, ICA obtains the conflicting vehicles set again. If is still not empty, ICA repeat previous steps until it becomes an empty set. Finally, ICA converts TSS from the final DTOT and sends it back to vehicle for it to follow. Then ICA will continue to process another Head Vehicle's REQUEST.
There are several functions which are used in the main algorithm. Function Front Vehicle Check( ) checks whether vehicle will be influenced by a front vehicle and delay vehicle 's DTOT if needed. As shown in Fig. 2 When a vehicle proposes its DTOT to ICA, we assume that it prefers to select the fastest way to pass the intersection which means the vehicle will try to use the maximum allowed speed to cross. To form VI for REQUEST message, the vehicle considers its current speed, distance to intersection and route it will use. After confirmed by ICA, if the vehicle's DTOT is modified, the times of occupancies inside intersection are always delayed based on current algorithm. Thus the vehicle can always meet the modified DTOT by decelerating to take longer time before entering the intersection. The worst case is that a vehicle needs to stop for some time before intersection to meet the given TSS from ICA.
V. SIMULATION

A. Simulation Setup
Traffic simulation is performed by the microscopic road traffic simulation package SUMO [12] . This simulator is widely used in the research community, which makes it easy to compare performance of different algorithms. Our intelligent intersection management algorithm is implemented by a Traffic Control Interface (TraCI) in SUMO.
The simulated scenario in our simulation is the traffic of a typical isolated four way intersection with 2 incoming lanes and 1 outgoing lane on each road. Communication Region is defined as 50 from the enter line of the intersection.
= 70 /ℎ is set as the maximum allowed speed for incoming roads. We generate vehicles with random velocity within the range of 40% * and when they enter the Communication Region. To simulate intersection traffic as real as possible, we use different maximum allowed speeds for turning left, right and going straight. Although there are not specific speed limits for vehicles who are turning left or right, people are still using some lower speed to feel comfortable and maintain safety. In the paper, we choose conservative speed limits for turning based on experience from driving in daily life. We use 25 /ℎ for right turning and 35 /ℎ for left turning. For straight going vehicles, 65 /ℎ is set as the speed limit. The time step we are simulating is 0.05 . The maximum acceleration and deceleration rate are 2 / 2 and 4.5 / 2 . Vehicles have a size of 5 meters length and 1.8 meters width. We evaluate the performance of our algorithm in situations where vehicles are spawned randomly from each direction at different probabilities. In our simulation, we consider 3 different traffic volumes (we call 3 cases). Corresponding to the 3 cases, 1 vehicle is generated every 5, 2, and 1 second respectively. Traffic volume increases from case 1 to case 3 representing from light traffic to heavy traffic to see how the algorithm performs under different traffic situations. For each case, through different traffic generation time and randomly generated vehicles' routes, we test each case for twelve different traffic patterns. Average data of twelve different traffic patterns are used as the result for that case. Each simulation run is terminated when certain time limit (10 min) has been reached. Compared with Concurrent algorithm [6] , DTOT provides a more efficient way of coordinating vehicles to avoid unnecessary delay. Performance improvement has been validated through simulations of same traffic configurations of both algorithms. Simulation results of different cases are shown in Table I . To evaluate and compare the performance, we define several performance measures. The histogram of Trip Times of crossed vehicles in one simulation run from case 1 and one particular traffic pattern is shown in Fig. 4 . From the figure we can see that under the same traffic setting, for the crossed vehicles, DTOT algorithm results in less and concentrated trip times. On the other side, concurrent algorithm leads to much longer and wider distributed trip times. Compared with concurrent algorithm, DTOT is more fair and efficient for crossed vehicles. 
DTOT algorithm
Average Trip Time Fig. 5 shows the maximum, average and minimum trip time for both algorithms under three different cases. With heavier traffic volume, both algorithms have large maximum trip times and average trip times. However, DTOT algorithm always performs better than concurrent algorithm in all three cases.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have developed an intelligent intersection control algorithm employing the concept DTOT. V2I interaction protocol has been established for interactions between vehicles and intersection. The paper introduces the concept of DTOT by which ICA is able to manage limited intersection space at a more accurate and efficient way. Compared with current existing AV intersection traffic managements, assumptions in the paper are more close to actual situations. Simulation results show that our algorithm achieves less Effective Average Trip Time compared with that of the concurrent intersection control algorithms in [6] .
The proposed DTOT-based intersection management scheme is flexible enough so that it can handle unplanned intersection traffic situations. Currently, it is in-progress to enhance the algorithm to deal with sudden emergence of special vehicles such as emergency ambulance or police cars that have the highest priority in real traffic through efficient usage of intersection space. ICA may modify both occupancies' positions and times of a vehicle's DTOT in order to form a passage for special vehicles. Also, in the future, assumptions like perfect communication, accurate prediction of DTOT will be loosed to make the algorithm more applicable to real situation.
